Re:SENSTER: a script to design path

Artworks of the Digital Era in Galleries and Museums
Vašulka Kitchen Brno, 22.-23.10.2019
How to estimate a distance between the subsequent versions?
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physics of the system / mass, pressure, currents, voltage etc. processing speed memory size/type bitword length sensors characteristics
contra: lack of evidence / some pieces might be claimed as genuine design items


contra: lack of evidence
focus on requirements engineering rather than on materiality of the piece
design \hspace{1cm} \textbf{script} \hspace{1cm} \textit{performance}

*pro: notation based method*

*N. Goodman (1968), Languages of art: An approach to a theory of symbols, Indianapolis: Hackett Publishing*
pro: assessment of distance between the original and a restored version
pro: assessment of distance between the original and a restored version
restoration risk management
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